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Measure 2 : Appropriateness of writing style,

Abstra t

In this paper, we propose a method whi h utilizes a probabilisti language model in nonfa toid type question-answering system in order to improve its a ura y. The model is a
mixture probabilisti language model of partof-spee h and surfa e expressions. We introdu ed the model into two sub-pro esses whi h
al ulate similarity of texts in terms of writing
style. The rst pro ess olle ts example questions similar to a submitted question. The se ond one measures similarity between an answer andidate and example answers paired
with the olle ted example questions. Experimental results showed that the a ura y of the
system was improved by introdu ing the proposed method.
1

Introdu tion

In re ent years, the amount of data available on
the Web is in reasing by growing omputer performan e and network traf . Therefore, te hnologies
that give us a ess to ne essary information in the
large amount of data are required. One of su h te hnologies is question-answering (QA), whi h is to extra t an answer for a question written in natural language from sour e do uments. In general, QA systems are ategorized into the following two types:
fa toid and non-fa toid(Fukumoto, 2007). We fo us
on the non-fa toid type QA in this paper. Table 1
shows some typi al types of non-fa toid questions.
The appropriateness of the answer andidates is often estimated on the basis of following two measures
(Han et al., 2006).

Measure 1 : Relevan e to the topi of the question,
how relevant is the andidate to the topi of
the question?

how well does the andidate satisfy the writing
style that is appropriate for answers of the lass
of the given question?
Here, by the term writing style, we refer to the
style of expressions pe uliar to a lass of questions
and their answers, as shown in Table 1. Although
these two measures depend on ea h other to some
extent, we assume that they are independent in this
study.
Non-fa toid type QA systems are ategorized into
the following two types a ording to how to handle Measure 2. The rst type lassies submitted questions into several predened question types
su h as denition-type, why-type, how-type, and
so on, in order to separately handle ea h type of
questions by different methodologies. Han et al.
(2006) al ulated the above-mentioned two measures for denition-type questions based on probabilisti models built from orpora. The model for
Measure 1 is al ulated from retrieved do uments.
The model for Measure 2 is al ulated from a orpus of denitions. However, this type of systems
has some dif ulties as follows. Sin e the lasses
of non-fa toid questions are not well dened, it is
dif ult to distinguish and dene all lasses omprehensively. Moreover, the a ura y of a question
lassier affe ts the overall a ura y of questionanswering, be ause mis lassied questions are inorre tly routed to an answering module for different lasses.
The se ond type of systems handles submitted
questions based on a unied framework without
question lassi ation. Mizuno et al. (2009) proposed a method that is able to al ulate Measure 2
without lassi ation of questions. Using example
Q&A pairs from a Q&A ommunity site, it learns a
binary lassier that judges whether or not the lass
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Table 1: Typi al types of non-fa toid questions

Type of question
Denition-type
Why-type
How-type
Other types

Examples of typi al writing style
Question
Answer
 tte-nani (What is )
 towa    dearu( is    )
Naze  (Why )
   tame(Be ause    )
 suru-niwa dou-shitara ii (How an I do )  suru-niwa mazu    (In order to do ,    )
X-to Y-no higai wa nani
X-wa  -daga, Y-wa   
(What is the differen e between X and Y)
(While X is , Y is    )

of a given answer andidate is onsistent with the
lass of a submitted question. By using this lassier, Measure 2 is realized without question lassiation. Sori ut et al. (2006) also proposed a system
without question lassi ation. They introdu ed a
statisti al translation model between questions and
the orresponding answers in order to bridge the lexi al gap between the questions and the answers. A
set of example Q&A pairs from FAQ sites on the
Web is used for the estimation of the model.
In these methods, the length of answers should
be predetermined. The length of answers annot be
hanged dynami ally and is ne essary to be estimate
from the length of the question.
Therefore, Mori et al. (2008) proposed a method
of the se ond type approa h that is able to adaptively determine the length of an answer andidate
a ording to a submitted question. They use example Q&A pairs on a Q&A ommunity site in order
to nd appropriate writing styles to answers for submitted questions. They utilize simple n-gram model
as features to retrieve example questions similar to
a submitted question in terms of writing style and
to nd appropriate writing styles to answer. However, the simple n-gram model is not appropriate to
model dependen y among words that appear in the
distant positions be ause it only aptures linguisti
phenomena that appear within the n-words window.
Therefore, sometimes the sele tion of example questions is not arried out orre tly. There exist some
in orre tly retrieved example questions that are not
similar to the whole submitted question in terms of
writing style, while those n-grams happen to be very
similar to the n-grams of the question. Their method
of s oring answer andidate is based on a naive frequen y model of word 2-grams as feature expressions. Therefore, ungrammati al senten es, whi h
often appear in Web do uments and are not suitable
to answer andidates, happen to have high s ores
when they have the feature expressions. It de rease
the a ura y of the system.
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In this paper, we employ the method of Mori et al.
(2008) as a baseline method. We introdu e a probabilisti language model to the baseline method in
order to solve the above problems and improve the
method in terms of a ura y.
Our method has the following three feature parts.
Firstly, a probabilisti language model is used to retrieve examples similar to an submitted question.
Se ondly, another probabilisti language model is
onstru ted from the retrieved example answers,
whi h is used to measure the appropriateness of answer andidates for submitted questions. Finally,
the answer andidates are lustered into several
groups, and the andidates that have unsuitable writing styles as answers for the submitted question are
removed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Se tion 2, we explain the related works. In Se tion
3, we explain the outline of the baseline method. In
Se tion 4, we dis uss the problems of the baseline
method. In Se tion 5, we des ribe the detail of the
proposed method. In Se tion 6, we ondu t examinations of our QA system, and dis uss the results.
In Se tion 7, we provide our on lusion.
2

Related Works

The methods whi h utilize probabilisti language
model have been developed in luding followings.
Takahashi et al. (2010) ombine several types of
language models in order to retrieve questions similar to users' queries from a Q&A ar hive of a Q&A
ommunity site. In order to examine the mixture ratio of the language models, they investigated the following two ases: 1) the ratio is xed for all Q&A
pairs, and 2) the ratio adaptively varies a ording
to Q&A pairs. They showed that the performan e
is improved in both of the ases. The purpose of
this study is different from ours be ause we retrieve
example questions similar to submitted question in
terms of writing styles while they retrieve questions
similar to submitted questions in terms of ontent.
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Heie et al. (2012) proposed a method to obtain
answers by al ulating the relation between the submitted question Q and an answer andidate A in
terms of probability. They supposed that the probability of having the answer A depends on two sets
of feateures, W and X , as P (AjQ) = P (AjW; X ).
The set of feateures W (= w1 ; : : : ; wjW j ) denotes
feature expressions that indi ate type of question
, e.g. when, why, how. 2,522 words are obtained from TREC question set as the andidate of
W . X (= x1 ; : : : ; xjX j ) denotes a set of features
omprising the information-bearing words of submitted quesions, e.g. what the question is a tually
about and what it refers to. They used P (AjX ) as a
retrieval model and P (W jA) as a lter model.
Although two above-mentioned studies do not expli itly handle the questions in a question-type-byquestion-type manner, they expli itly use surfa e expressions. On the other hand, our method take a ount of not only surfa e expressions but also their
part-of-spee h tags as their abstra tions. In order
to take a ount of writing styles, we utilize a mixture probabilisti language model in terms of partof-spee h tags and surfa e expressions.
3

all keywords, the set of keywords of simple nouns
(one-morpheme words), and the set of keywords exept nouns, respe tively. Sin e sequen es of simple nouns may form ompound nouns, let K be the
set of all ompound nouns and other remaining simple nouns. A question usually ontains only a few
keywords and these may not be enough to estimate
Measure 1. Therefore, the following keyword expansion and weighting are performed by using Web
do uments.

Baseline Method

In this se tion, we des ribe the baseline method a ording to Mori et al. (2008). Figure 1 shows the
outline of the baseline QA system.

3.1 Extra ting Keywords from a Question and
Obtaining Their Related Words

From a question submitted by a user(a submitted
question, hereafter), ontent words are extra ted
as keywords. Let K , Kn , and Kp be the set of
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3. The weight value T (wj ) dened as the following equation is al ulated for ea h word wj in
snippets:

T (wj ) = max
i

f

req(wj ; i)
ni

(1)

where freq(wj ; i) is the frequen y of the snippets that ontain the word wj for the query qi .
In order to give ea h keyword k 2 K a weight value
that is not less than those of the expanded words, the
weight value is dened as the following equation:
T (k) = max T (wj )
(2)
j

3.2 Retrieving Example Questions Similar to
the Submitted Question

In order to obtain lue expressions pe uliar to answer andidates for the question submitted by a user,
in this stage, the baseline method retrieves example
Q&A pairs whose questions are similar to the submitted question from the viewpoint of writing style.
Mori et al. (2008) adopted the word 7-gram whose
enter word is an interrogative as the ore part of a
given question, be ause it represents enough ontext
to determin the lass of question. Thorefore, they
dened the similarity between two questions as the
similarity between the word 7-grams extra ted from
the questions. A ording to the similarity, N -best
example Q&A pairs are obtained by using an ordinary information retrieval te hnique.

3.3 Extra ting Clue Expressions from Example
Answers

In this stage, lue expressions are extra ted from
the answers in the example Q&A pairs obtained in

the stage des ribed in Se tion 3.2. A 2-gram was
adopted as a lue expression unit be ause it is the
smallest unit that an represent relations between
words. It is assumed that the effe tiveness of ea h
2-gram as a lue expression an be estimated by the
degree of orrelation between the 2-gram and the answers from the retrieved Q&A pairs.
As the measurement of the orrelation, Mori et al.
(2008) adopted the 2 value shown in Equation (3)
for the following two kinds of events for the answers
from the entire set of example Q&A pairs:

is used to determine the mixture ratio of Measure 1
1
and Measure 2. The normalization term log(1+
jSi j) is
inrodu ed to al ulate the density of ontent words
related to the question (i.e. keywords and their related words) and lue expressions (i.e. 2-grams that
orrelated with example answers). In order to reward longer senten es, the logarithm of senten e
length is adopted.
4

Problems of Baseline Method

In the baseline method, the 2 (b) value of a word 2gram mentioned in Se tion 3.3 is used in order to exevent Being an example answer that orresponds tra
t lue expressions from example answers. This
to one of the retrieved example questions, method uses only the frequen y of word 2-grams
whi h are similar to the submitted question. for the purpose of al ulation based on the 2 (b)
The set of example answers for the event is de- value. As a result, the word order and the ontexts of
noted by A.
lue expressions are ignored. In this method, example
questions are retrieved a ording to the similarevent (b) Being an example answer that ontains ity between
submitted question and example quesa ertain 2-gram b. The set of example answers
tions
in
terms
of the 7-gram whose enter word is
for the event is denoted by B (b).
an interrogative. However, the sele tion of example
n
2 (b) =
(3) questions o asionally fails be ause some retrieved
example questions are not similar to the submitted
jAj  jAj  jB (b)j  jB(b)j
question
in terms of the writing style of whole sen2
(jA \ B (b)j  jA \ B(b)j jA \ B (b)j  jA \ B(b)j) ten e in spite
of high degree of similarity in terms of
the
7-gram.
The
following is a submitted question
where n is the total number of example Q&A pairs.
and
a
wrongly-retrieved
example Q&A pair whi h
The more orrelated two events are, the larger the
is
not
similar
to
the
submitted
question in terms of
2
2
value of  (b) is. A ording to the value of  (b),
the
writing
sytle
of
whole
senten
e. The system hanthe M -best 2-grams are sele ted as lue expressions
dles
Japanese
texts.
In
the
following
example, the
of the answers for the submitted question.
senten es written in itali s are Japanese.

3.4 Extra ting Answer Candidates

In this stage, by using the method in Se tion 3.3, it
extra ts a set of 2-grams as lue expressions from
the example answers of the example Q&A pairs retrieved by the method in Se tion 3.2 and al ulates
the orresponding 2 (b) value for ea h 2-gram b.
The s ore of ea h senten e is al ulated by using
the following equation:
1

S ore(Si ) =
log(1 + jSi j)
9 (
8
)1
l
m p
=
<X
X
2
 : T (wij ); 
 (bik )
j =1

(4)

Question (submitted)

:

BSE ga hito ni kansen

suru to dou nari masu ka.


Question (example)

(What happens for people when they are infe ted with BSE?)
:

Yuri no hana saku

(How do you say Yuri no hana saku basho de
in English?)
Answer (example) : At the pla e where lilies



(At the pla e where lilies bloom in English.)

where l is the number of different words in the senten e Si ; m is the numer of different 2-grams in Si ,
wij is the j -th word in senten e SiP
, and bik is the kth 2-gram in Si . Sin e the terms lj =1 T (wij ) and
Pm p 2
 (bik ) in Equation (4) orrespond to Meak=1
sure 1 and Measure 2, respe tively, the parametar
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basho de wo eigo ni suru to dou nari masu ka.

bloom desu.

k=1



In this example, the 7-grams are kansen suru to
dou nari masu ka and eigo ni suru to dou nari
masu ka, and they are very similar to ea h other.
However, they are very different from ea h other in
terms of the writing style of the rst half of senten es
be ause the former is noun (kansen) verb (suru)
postposition (to) and the latter is noun (eigo)



postposition (ni) verb (suru) postposition (to).
They are also different from ea h other in terms of
the topi of question be ause the former is what the
symptom is and the latter is translation in English
of Japanese words. For these reasons, this example
Q&A pair does not have a suitable writing style for
the answer of the submitted question. The following is a retrieved example Q&A pair whose question
part is similar to the submitted question, but whose
answer part is not suitable as an answer to the submitted question in terms of writing style.

Question (submitted)

:

Beikoku ga kyoutog-

iteisho wo hijun shi nai riyuu wa nan desu ka.


Question (example)

(Why the U.S. government doesn't ratify Kyoto
proto ol?)
:

Camping

ar wo katta
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riyuu wa nan desu ka.

(Why did you pur hase a amper?)
Answer (example) : Trailer wo katte 7 nen ni
nari masu. Katte yokatta desu.



(It has been seven years sin e I pur hased the
amper. I'm glad I bought it.)

5

: Fog
.
(What is a fog lamp for?)

lamp wa nan no

tame ni aru no desu ka

Question (example) :

Mayuge wa nan no tame

In this study, we introdu e probabilisti language
models to following two pro essing steps. The rst
one is retrieving example questions similar to the
submitted question mentioned in Se tion 3.2. The
se ond one is extra ting answer andidates mentioned in Se tion 3.3 and 3.4. In other words, we
al ulate Measure 2 by using the probabilisti language models instead of the original naive method.
Our approa h is expe ted to have the following three
advantages.



In this example, both questions ask a reason of an
a tion, and the writing style of the example question
is similar to one of the submitted question. However, the example answer is not an appropriate answer to the example question be ause it does not
des ribe any reasons. Questions and answers in example QA pairs are not always onsistent with ea h
other, while the example answers orrespondig to
the example questions are the best answers in a QA
ommunity site. In this study, by resolving the above
problems, we improve the baseline method in order
for it to orre tly retrieve the following question examples.

Question (submitted)




(What are eyebrows for?)
Answer (example) : Ame ya ase ga me ni hairu
no wo fusegu tame desu.
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ni aru no desu ka.

(Be ause they prevent rains and sweat entering
the eyes.)

Proposed Method



the step of retrieving example questions,
we an retrieve example questions that are
more similar to the submitted question by using
an appropriate probabilisti language model of
question than example questions by using the
baseline method be ause the probabilisti language model an take into a ount the effe t of
writing style in longer ontext, i.e., whole senten es.
We an remove texts that in lude ungrammati al expressions and meaningless symbols
from answer andidates by using an appropriate probabilisti language model of answer examples to extra t answer andidates.
We an remove example answers whi h have
unsuitable writing style for the submitted question from example answers by using the language model of answer examples be ause we
perform a lustering of example Q&A pairs by
using skip 2-grams obtained from not only example questions but also example answers.

Cn-1

Cn

En-1

En

tags , whi h is obtained by a smoothing based on the
deleted interpolation method.

Cn+1

5.1.2 Derivation of Generation Probability of a
Given Senten e

En+1

Figure 3: A mixture probabilisti language model in
terms of part-of-spee h tags and surfa e expressions

Figure 2 shows the outline of QA system we proposed.

5.1 Mixture Probabilisti Language Model in
Terms of Part-of-Spee h Tags and Surfa e
Expressions
5.1.1 Outline

In the baseline method, 2-grams, whi h are used
to extra t lue expressions from example answers,
are treated as the following two ways: 1) the following surfa e expressions are used as they are:
the fun tional words (e.g. interrogatives parti les
and auxiliary verbs) and some predetermined ontent words that tend to express the fo us of questions, 2) the other words are repla ed with their partof-spee h tags in order to generalize them. However, it is unpredi table what words express the fouses of questions in the pro ess of extra ting lue
expressions. Moreover, the words expressing fouses may vary a ording to question types and it
is dif ult to prepare a universal word list for any
question type. In order to adaptively apture the
adequate level of generalization of ea h word, i.e.
adopting its surfa e expression as it is or its partof-spee h tags as generalization, we use a mixture
probabilisti language model of part-of-spee h tags
and surfa e expressions. The model is shown in Figure 3. P (E1 ; E2 ; : : : ; En ), whi h is the probability of generating a sequen e of surfa e expressions
E1 ; E2 ; : : : ; En as a senten e, may be estimated by
using the mixture model as Equation (5).

P (E1 E 2 :::En )  P (En jCn En 1 Cn 1 )
 P (CnjEn 1 Cn 1)  P (E1 E2:::En
=

n
Y

fP (Ei jCi Ei Ci
1

i=1

1

)  P (Ci jEi

(5)
1

)

1

Ci

1

)g

where Ci is the part-of-spee h tag of Ei .
In order to adaptively determine the mixture ratio of surfa e expressions and their part-of-spee h
tags, we approximately estimate P (E1 ; E2 ; : : : ; En )
by a 2-gram model of words and their part-of-spee h
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We perform morphologi al analysis on a given
senten e, divide the result of morphologi al analysis
into a sequen e of 2-grams and estimate a generation
probability P (E1 ; E2 ; : : : ; En ) for the sequen e by
Equation (5).

5.2 Retrieving Example Questions Similar to
the Submitted Question Using a
Probabilisti Language Model

In this study, in order to retrieve example questions
(along with their paired example answers) similar to
the submitted question in terms of writing style, we
obtain an optimal subset of example questions adaptively as follows: 1) generate subsets of example
questions, 2) generate a language model from ea h
subset, 3) al ulate the generation probability of the
submitted question for ea h language model, and
4) sele t the optimal subset, whose language model
gives the highest probability to the submitted question. In other words, we retrieve subset of example
questions whi h onstru t the best language model
for the submitted question.
Ideally, the method an be implemented as the
enumeration of all subsets in the above step 1), and
the subsequent steps 2),3), and 4). Sin e, however,
the orpus used in this study in ludes about 0.9 million Q&A pairs, the number of subsets explodes.
Obviously it is not realisti to implement the method
as above mentioned. Therefore, in order to shorten
the pro essing time, we introdu e an approximation
based on the lustering a ording to the following
pro edure.
1. Determine the number of example questions
whi h is retrieved nally. Let the number
alled target number. In our experiments, we
set it 500.
2. Retrive example questions (along with their
paired answer examples) from a given Q&A
orpus in des ending order of similarity based
on 7-gram mentioned in Se tion 3.2. In the
baseline method, top-most example questions
are simply employed as many as target number
at this step. On the other hand, in the proposed
method, we only utilize the 7-gram similarity
as the rst approximating to redu e the number
of example questions. Let the number of exam-
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Figure 4: Retrieving question examples (along with answer examples) similar to an submitted question in terms
of writing style

ple questions retrieved in this step three times
of target number, in our experiment.
3. Apply a lustering algorithm to example questions extra ted in the above step 2, and obtain
several lusters.
4. Obtain ombinations of lusters reated in Step
3. Generate a probabilisti language model
from the example questions in ea h ombination of lusters. Cal ulate the generation probability of the submitted question for ea h model.
Obtain the ombination of lusters whose language model gives the highest probability to the
submitted question.
The reason why we divide examples into some
lusters is to shorten the pro essing time ompared
to al ulating for all sebsets of example questions.
The outline of this pro essing is shown in Figure 4.

5.2.1 Clustering Example Q&A Pairs

As des ribed later in Se tion 5.3, we nally need
to obtain example answers paired with the example
questions that are similar to the submitted question.
The lustering pro ess des ribed above is for not
only example questions but also example answers,
namely, for example Q&A pairs. In order to al ulate similarity between senten es for lustering by
taking a ount of word o-o urren e in distan e
positions of a senten e, we use word skip 2-grams
as senten e features for lustering. A skip 2-gram
is any pair of words in their senten e order. It may
have some gaps between two words. Both question
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examples and answer examples are generalized for
lustering (not for obtaining probabilisti language
models) as follows: 1) the following surfa e expressions are used as they are: the fun tional words
(e.g. interrogatives parti les and auxiliary verbs) and
some predetermined ontent words des ribed below,
2) the other words are repla ed with their part-ofspee h tags. The predetermined ontext words inludes a) words that tend to express the fo us of
question (e.g. riyuu (reason), houhou (method),
imi (meaning),  higai (differen e)), and b) verbs
and adje tives that frequently appear in orpus. As
the words expressing the fo uses of questions, we
olle t nouns X that frequently appear in the following ontexts of orpus: ...X-wa nan-desuka (What
is X of ...), ... X-wo oshiete (Tell me X of ...),
and so on.
There are, at least, following three hoi es for
similarity al ulation when we luster example
questions and answers into some lusters.

Similarity 1

Similarity between Q&A pairs in terms of skip
2-grams. We take a ount of both the question
part and the answer part of a Q&A pair simultaneously.

Similarity 2

Similarity between example questions only in
terms of skip 2-grams.

Similarity 3

Similarity between example answers only in
terms of skip 2-grams.

In the al ulation of Similarity 1, we al ulate the
similarity of the question parts and that of the answer parts separately, then mix the values into one
similarity, be ause the feature expressions from the
answer parts should be treated independent of those
of the question parts, and vi e versa. As the lustering algorithm, we employed the k-means method.

5.2.2 Obtain the Optimal Combinations of
Clusters

We employed a simple hill limbing method to
retrieve the optimal ombination of lusters whose
language model of question parts gives the maximal generation probability to the submitted question. We use Equation (5) to al ulate the generation
probability and the ombination is greedily sear hed
through the following steps.
1. Let the luster set CL be the given luster set,
and let the andidate set CA be an empty set.
2. In CL, nd the luster whose language model of
question parts gives the maximum probability

Table 2: Case of use of Similarity 1 (using both question part and answer part) in lustering examples Q&A pairs

Type of Question
Denition
Why
How
Other
All

Proposed method
( = 0:7)
Number of
MRR Corre t Response
0.433
5/10
0.377
9/17
0.222
2/3
0.350
9/20
0.372
25/50

Proposed method
( = 0:8)
Number of
MRR Corre t Response
0.475
6/10
0.345
9/17
0.261
3/3
0.374
13/20
0.378
31/50

Proposed method
( = 0:9)
Number of
MRR Corre t Response
0.570

7/10

0.435

10/17

0.317
0.502
0.482

3/3
14/20
34/50

Baseline
( = 0:5)
Number of
Corre t Response
6/10
6/17
1/3

MRR
0.425
0.240
0.111
0.412
0.338

14/20

27/50

Table 3: Case of use of Similarity 2 (using question part only) in lustering examples Q&A pairs

Type of Question
Denition
Why
How
Other
All

Proposed method
( = 0:7)
Number of
MRR Corre t Response
0.458
6/10
0.325
8/17
0.511
3/3
0.329
10/20
0.365
27/50

Proposed method
( = 0:8)
Number of
MRR Corre t Response
0.475
6/10
0.355
8/17
0.178
2/3
0.385
11/20
0.380
27/50

to the submitted question, move it from CL to
CA.
3. For ea h luster C in CL, al ulate the generation probability of the submitted question on
the model of question parts of CA [ fC g, then
nd the luster Cm that gives the maximum
probability and move it from CL to CA.
4. Repeat the step 3 until the number of example
questions in CA ex eeds target number.

5.3 Extra ting Answer Candidate of the
Submitted Question Using the Probabilisti
Language Model of Retrieved Example
Answers

In this stage, we onstru t a langeuage model of example answers paired with example questions retrieved in Se tion 5.2. By Equation (5) in Se tion
5.1, a ording to the mixture probabilisti language
model of part-of-spee h tags and surfa e expressions, ea h senten e in answer andidates, whi h are
retrieved by the same way as the baseline method in
Se tion 3, are evaluated in terms of the appropriateness of writing style for the answers to the submitted
question.
However, be ause of the nature of probability, the
estimation of the appropriateness based on the probability unreasonably gives higher values to shorter
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Proposed method
( = 0:9)
Number of
MRR Corre t Response
0.550
6/10
0.422
9/17
0.4
2/3
0.514
14/20
0.483
31/50

Baseline
( = 0:5)
Number of
Corre t Response
6/10
6/17
1/3

MRR
0.425
0.240
0.111
0.412
0.338

14/20

27/50

senten es. Therefore, in order to resolve the problem, we normalized the Equation (5) as follows.

P (E1 E2 :::En ) =

1

n

logfP (E1 E2 :::En )g

(6)

After the normalization, we al ulate a s ore of
the senten e Si with Equation (7). We repla e
the last term inPEquation (4) with Equation (6).
Sin e the terms nj=1 T (wij ) and P (E1 E2 :::Em ) in
Equation (7) orrespond to Measure 1 and Measure
2, respe tively, the parametar is used to determine
the mixture ratio of Measure
2.
nP 1 and Measure
o
New S ore(Si ) =

6

n
j =1

T (wij )
log(1 + jSi j)

 P (E1 E2:::Em )

(7)
1

Experiments

We ondu ted some experiments to examine the effe tiveness of the proposed method. In order to
do it, we ompared the system based on the proposed method with the system based on the baseline
method des ribed in Se tion 3. In the experiments,
we espe ially investigated the dependen e of the a ura y on the following two settings: 1) the value
of parameter , whi h represents the mixture ratio

Table 4: Case of use of Similarity 3 (using answer part only) in lustering examples Q&A pairs

Type of Question
Denition
Why
How
Other
All

Proposed method
( = 0:7)
Number of
MRR Corre t Response
0.458
6/10
0.332
9/17
0.400
3/3
0.527
13/20
0.439
31/50

Proposed method
( = 0:8)
Number of
MRR Corre t Response
0.483
6/10
0.345
8/17
0.611
0.543

0.464

3/3

14/20
31/50

of Measure 1 and Measure 2 in Equation (7) and 2)
the similarity al ulation methods in the lustering
des ribed in Se tion 5.2.

6.1 Experimental Settings

As the question set, we use the latter half of Japanese
question set of NTCIR-6 QAC formal run test set
(Fukumoto et al., 2007).
As a Web sear h engine for information sour e of
QA, we adopted Yahoo! Japan API1 . With regard
to Q&A examples, we used a orpus of 0.9 million
Q&A pairs that omes from Yahoo! Chiebukuro,
whi h is a Q&A ommunity site and the Japanese
version of Yahoo! answers. Let the parameter target number des ribed in Se tion 5.2 be 500.
The systems output ve answers for ea h submitted question in the des ending order of s ore. Judgment whether an answer andidate is orre t or not
is performed by one assessor. The assessor judged
an output answer andidate orre t, when the andidate in ludes orre t answer for the question as
its part. We use Mean Re ipro al Rank (MRR2 ) as
the evaluation metri s. In addition to MRR, we also
investigate the number of the questions for whi h
the system an return, at least, one orre t answer
in the top ve answer andidates (number of orre t
responses, hereafter).

6.2 Experimental Results

Experimental results are shown in the Table 2,3, and
4.
With regard to the baseline method, we employed
0.5 for the parameter , be ause it gives the best performan e in terms of MRR. On the other hand, as
for the proposed method, the results are shown for
the three settings, =0.7,0.8,and 0.9, whi h give
the better performan e than other settings.
http://developer.yahoo. o.jp/
Re ipro al Rank (RR) is the inverse of the rank of the rst
orre t answer andidate. MRR is the average of RRs over the
question set.
1
2
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Proposed method
( = 0:9)
Number of
MRR Corre t Response
0.500
6/10
0.345
9/17
0.511
3/3
0.502
14/20
0.437
32/50

MRR
0.425
0.240
0.111
0.412
0.338

Baseline
( = 0:5)
Number of
Corre t Response
6/10
6/17
1/3
14/20

27/50

Although the proposed method and the baseline
method do not perform any question lassi ation,
the results are shown on a type-by-type basis in order to investigate the effe tiveness of the method for
ea h typi al question type des ribed in Table 1.

6.3 Dis ussion
All of Table 2, 3, and 4 show that the proposed
method outperforms the baseline method.
With regard to the number of orre t responses,
the proposed method gives more orre t responses
than the baseline method ex ept for the ase of use
of Similarity 1 (using both question part and answer
part) and = 0:7.
With regard to MRR, the proposed method gives
better performan e than the baseline method for not
only the average of all questions but also the average of ea h type of question. One of the reasons
for the good performan e may be the fa t that the
propose method an appropriately lter out ungrammati al expressions in answer andidates, while the
baseline method sometimes employ them as answer
response. It means that the introdu ed probabilisti language model ontribute to removing ungrammati al text from answer andidates. Another one
of the reasons for the good performan e may be the
fa t that the proposed method an redu e the number of example Q&A pairs whi h in lude unsuitable
expressions for answers of the submitted question
when the system retrieves example Q&A pairs. It
means that more example answers suitable to the
submitted question an be retrieved by introdu ing
the lustering and the probabilisti estimation to the
pro ess of retrieving example questions, and as a result, by rening the language model of answers. The
following shows an example for whi h the baseline
method annot give orre t answer, but the proposed
method an.

Question (submitted)

Answer (Baseline)






Answer (Proposed method)




7

What is required to effe tuate the Kyoto Protool? (Originally in Japanese)

After deposit of instrument of rati ation of
Kyoto proto ol by the Russian goverment, a
ondition for rati ation is satised, it is effe tuated on February 16, 2005. (Originally in
Japanese)

In order to effe tuate the Kyoto Proto ol, the
rati ation by more than 50 signatory ountries
and ontries whose arbon-dioxide emission is
more than 55% of advan ed industrial ountries' are needed. (Originally in Japanese)
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whi h al ulate similarity in terms of writing style.
The rst pro ess olle ts example questions similar
to an submitted question. The se ond one measures
similarity between an answer andidate and example answers paired with the olle ted example questions. The experimental results showed that the system with the propose method outperforms the baseline system.
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